
EXCAVATION AT DAMKOT
By 

Mr. Abdur Rahman

Damkot is a ridge opposite the modern fort at Chakdara, built by 
· the British in 189.6 to guard the iron bridge that spans the Swat river and
opens the route to Dir, Bajaur, Chitral and northern areas. The ridge is topp
ed by a signal tower, commonly known as Churchill Point, but its name,
which literally means a "Fort of Dhamma", has peculiarly preserved two
phases of the historical relics - the monastic establishment of the Dham
ma ( i.e. the Buddhist community) believers and a fort of the Hindu
Shahis. Historical records speak only of a Mughal fort at Chakdara, built
in the time of Akbar, but it is archaeology that has now revealed a succes
sion of occupations and thrown light on the importance of the site. Begin
ning from the earliest settlement in the early first millennium B.C. down to
our own time 'cha.kdara 1tas dominated the approaches to t� Sw4t valley.
How has the course of history been affected is revealed in the excavations
at Damkot conducted by Messrs Farid Khan and Abdur Rahman, lecturers

· in the Depratment of Archaeology. The report, now presented in the words
of Mr. Abdur Rahman, reveals the first phase of history.

(1) INTRODUCTION

The Chakdara-Uchh valley' (PL 1) in which Damkot2 holds an impor
tant position, is like an irregular triangle with the base line parallel to the 
north and apex resting upon the river Swat in the south. (Fig. 7). Measu
ring nearly 81/z miles N. to S. and 7 E. to W., it is bounded on all the sides by 
folds of steep hills which enclose similar other valleys around it - Talash 
and Khadakzai to the north-west and west respectively, and Aspan and 
Shamozai to the north-east. Its average height above sea level is between 
2217' (near Chakdara) and 2820' (near Uchh). Along its northern side runs 
the Laram Ghar hill rising to between 6560 and 7579 feet in heights and pro
viding effective protection from that direction. The Laram Ghar, hill is 
mostly denuded of its vegetation on the lower reaches. On the ·south-east 
the triangle is bounded by Shiva Ghar hill which reaches some 5002 feet in 
height and divides it off from the Shamozai valley. As it approaches the 

1. Also called Adin�ai valley.

2. This is how the place is locally known. The word Damkot may be a corruption of Dhamma

Kot ( i.e. Religious Enclosure).
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river the southern tip of this hill sweeps along the river bank and comes 
closer to Chakdara. The south-western side is marked by Bar Charai hill, of 
which the highest peak rises to 6680 feet. All these hills, bordering the

valley, have thrown their off-shoots into the interior like the fingers of a 
hand creating picturesque glens or side valleys with artificially raised ter
raced fields and perennial springs. These lush green glens were once the

home of various Buddhist establishments. The main valley is slightly tilted 
towards .the south-west and then the whole land slopes gradually towards

the river. The northern part of the valley is intersected by deep ravines and 
seasonatstreams which. ultimately unite into a vast .Khwar del;,ouching intp

. the r.iver··.a' little above Damkot. 

. This natural forti�cation, provided- b.y the .steep hill� �fth all their 
· strength and protection, however, is unal?le to completely isolate the valley
from. the neighbouring tracts. The triangle is pierc� by spacious gaps ( qr
passes). in the corners which had intimate .bearing upon the for-t�nes of i.�s

occupant&'; as :it is . only through these g�ps that heavy ·traffic can flow in.
The moderri Chakdara-Dir road passing through the·. same .pas�es. probably

. marks the ancient route. The effectiveness of the defences, therefore,. dep��
ded upon··the degree of·control over these , vlunerable points; and this· fa�t

·was not lost sight of, at least, in the Hindt L .Shahi ·regime. Thus we see tha,t. ,ft, cordon, of forts was thrown around,'. eacn holding dominant position ove.r
a gap. (see map, fig. 7).. To·· be more precise, Kat Kala (Fort of the Pass.) 
with a series of out-posts along the roadside guards the western pass

through Talash valley; Kala·Dherai (Mound of the Fort) is strategically pla
ced in the eastern corner protecting any approach from Aspan. The fort of 

· Kamal Khan· China guards· the passage : to Shamozai area along the river
r:bank, 'an'd Damkot - the most important of. all - serves the dual purpose

· of guarding the river crossing in the south . and the approach towards
· Khadakzai valley to the west.

· Here we can make a digression to Talash valley to acquaint oursel
ves rapidly ·with similar structures over there. Together. the two valleys 

: make ·an arc - high in the middle and sloping towards the ends. When w� 
· cross through the Katkala pass to enter into Talash we shall be at on�e
struck by clusters of ruined buildings,1 massive' in construction, built upo,n
the hill slopes tci"the south of the metalled road. Crumbling though they
are at present; the am·ount of debris lying nearby is highly suggestive, and

1. Sir Olaf Caroe has identified this site with Massaga of Alexander's historians, hut so far we 
have no evidence that the buildings go back to the 4th century B.C. S_ee Sir Olaf Caroe,
The Pathans p. 52.
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the purpose of the buildings may be unmistakably visualised. Their loca
tion on slopes or artificially raised platforms together with the absence of any 
cohesive has contributed much towards the total disappearance of several 
walls. The general features are the same in all of them. Firtsly, there is a 
square tower-like apartment, built solid upto the existing height of 12 to 15 
feet. It is comparatively better preserved. Secondly, the rows of rooms are 
either .straight or grouped around a courtyard. They are interlinked 
through entrances having lintels on th.:! top. Several of the walls facing the 
·main valley or gulli_es, through which these buildin.gs are more easily ac
cessible","'ar-e· pi ... ovide-d with splayed out loop-holes. Thirdly these are plac
ed nea't enough to. each other so as to be within the reach of the eyesight.
Fourthly, the masonry is crude diaper, the blocks used in the walls appear
to be only roughly dressed. Thus it seems scarcely possible to avoid the fol
lowing conclusions: (i) that their situation upon dominant places - very
often difficult of access, their solidarity and plan indicate their military
use. (ii) That the groups of these buildings •.vere serving as out-posts for the
neighbouring forts and citadels; (iii) that the tower-like structure standing
still'higher· than the rest of the buildings were prima1;ly designed as watch
tower_s., They could also be used for sending signals by burning fire.

· Apart from these isolated groups of structures we come across well
fortified places in the same line of hills which divide Talash from Khadak
zai valley. Among them, the name of Gumbat (Citadel), Bash Qala (fort) 
and Dq_da (fort) figure prominently. It appears that there is not a single 
ridge wl:iich was left unprotected in the whole of this valley. However the 
total absence of such sln1ctures on the northern line of hills is very curious. 

The prime importance given to the defences of Talash and Chakdara
Uchh valleys may well be visualized in the presence of several1 forts-some 
of them turned into citadels - a11d several other groups of structures at 
every strategic point to be found there. The substantial amount of labour 
inYolvc<l in these architectural activities was not lavished without reason. 
The area occupies an important position on the route linking south-eastern 
Afghani�.tal) with Swat and Buner, and through Malakand and Shah Kot 
pac:;ses,· ·,vith the plains of Mardan and Peshawar. It may be added, paren
thetically, that the location of these forts together with their rapid cons
trw.:tion in a short period of time reflects defensive rather than offensive 
nature. 

I. These se\'en forts include Damkot, Kamal Khan China, Kala Dheri, Katkala. Ooda, DI.ob :md

Gum bat.
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(ii) The Darnkot Hill: The line of hills dividing the Chakdara-Uchh valley
from Khadakzai area abruptly ends at the right bank of the Swat (River)
throwing an off-shoot to the east which accommodates, on is sou
thern slope, the remains of an ancient fort locally known as Damkot (Lat.
343 ° 39 N; Long 72 ° 1 '. It is separated from the main ridge by a narrow
saddle through which passes the modern road to Khadakzai (Pl. 67 a. No.
130). On the top, the hill culminates in three rocky eminences here named
as Western Peak, Middle Peak and Eastern Peak. The Western Peak is a
·small conical projection in the rocky wall which rises steeply above the
400 ft. Contour line (see Fig. 8) and shields the western face of this hill. It is
narrow on the top and is occupied by a bastion-like structure of the defen
sive wall. The Middle Peak rises to a little above 2700 ft. above sea level and
happens to be the most important pa rt owing not only to its towering
height but also to a small plateau, which rises into two terraces on the top.
This was the main target of our excavation. It is fringed by vertical
heights, almost unscaleable for the upper fifty feet. On the east and west, it
is connected by the other two peaks through narrow saddles. The occasion
al slopes and faults in the outer fringe appear to have been patched up by
high masonry walls which give the im pression of an inner enclosure. The
Eastern Peak (also known as Churchill Point) (Pl. 67 b. No. 131) ascends
steeply almost 70 ft. above the immediately surrounding area. On the top
it accommodates a modern signal post (known as Shisho - gharat1 ). Be
yond that the hill flattens out, and gradually slopes to the east, terminating
in a rocky knotl known as Shah Dheri which is presently occupied by a Bri
tish-built fort (Pl. 67 b. No. 131). It is from this side that Damkot can be
comparatively easily approached. A dotted line on the contour map indi
cates a sloping track which winds up to the Churchill Point.

(iii) Shamlai. To the north of the Damkot hill is a vast glen descen
ding from the bare mountains on the back and demarcated.on the north by 
another parallel off-shoot which terminates on the roadside in a conical 
summit known as Pahlwan-o-GhundaF. The modern road leading to Talash 
skirts the mouth of this glen. To the local people it is known as Shamlai. 
It is intersected by deep ravines and seasonal hill torrents which ultimately 
drain into the main river only a Jittle above the modern fort. There are two 
perennial springs flowing out of the western ridges, under Jama Banda, 
and constitute the main source of water supply. The general surface of this 

1. Meaning "Mirror Guard".

:l. i.e. the hill of wrestler or athlete. 
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small plateau formed of compact clayey material slopes markedly towards 
the Damkot hill. That this glen or side valley was occupied in ancient times 
can abundantly be evidenced in the remnants of several structures, some of 
which may easily be recognised as small stupas robbed, though, of their 
sculptural wealth. Pottery finds on the surlace together with crude diaper 
masonry, as revealed by some of the structures, are ample evidence to indi
cate that some of these buildings go as far back as the last occupational pe
riods at Damkot (DK IV and V). Theh purpose cannot be missed. Defending 
the Pahlwan-o-Ghundai off-shoot, they served as out-posts for Damkot which 
being connected with other forts situated on the same line of mountains, 
could maintain a constant supply of soldiers along the crest line of the 
hills. Among the notable finds made here may be mentioned some stone 
tools of the type 'pointed-butt-axe' (Fig. 18, Nos. 1-3 )found in a rather late 
context in a small rock-shelter created by rock-falls. Almost three acres of 
land in the mouth of this glen.is occupied by modern Muslim graves though 
its similar use in a remote age was attested by opening some ancient graves1

which·yielded materials comparable to the late phase of the Gandhara 
Grave Culture. 

(iv) Circumvallated Area: The fortification wall ( Fig. 8) passing along
the northern side of the Middle Peak skirts around the Churchill Point 
and then abruptly drops to the river on the east; on the other side it rises 
first on the top of .the Western Peak,then follows the high rocky wall for a 
short distance, takes a sharp westward tum and then turnipg south it drops 
to the river. The area thus marked by the perimeter wall is al] spreading 
upon the southern slope of the Damkot hill, from the highest top down to 
the river. The slope on this side is not regular, nor all of it can be approa-. 
ched from all points. It is broken mostly by precipitous heights and bluffs 
accomm'odating small terraces which have been interconnected by artificial
ly raised or otherwise sloping tracks. Anything once fallen from the top, 
on this. side, would go straight down to the river bed demonstrating the 
steepness of the hill. Occasional buildings might also be seen on these ter
races. Of necessity the greater concentration of dwellings was either on the 
peaks or down below along the river side. 

( v) Natural Strength of the Damkot Hill. Rising a little les than 500
feet in height over the riverine plain, it is slightly curved in the middle and 
is washed at its convex side by swift waters of the Swat river below the 
precipitous rocky slopes which render. it unassailabfo from this side. (Pl. 66 
No. 129). On the concave side (north) unscaleable vertical heights fringe 

1. The graves yielded fragments of iron which characterise ·Tunargarha Period HI. See Jfncimt
Pakistan Vol. III, p. 47.
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the central part of the hill except for two torrent beds. These points appear 
to have_been strengthened by high n-,asonry walls. On the east, however, the 
slope is gradua], as pointed out above. Nevertheless when we approach the 
<lefen�ive wall from this side the hill suddenly rises into a pinnacle (i.e. 
Churchill Point) with a domineering: _effect, Thus almost con:ipletely isola
ted from the main ridge, with its tow,�ring eminences over the surrounding 
area and one side protected by river ( which ·also served as a source of wa
ter supply) the natural strength of th � hill was a sufficient incentive to in-

- vit� the attention of a military strategist.

.. ( \'.�) ·S(ra,tegj� pos.ition of Damkot: Th� choj�e of a �ite serving diverse 
.. purposes. is often dictated by topography and routes wltlch_ form the major 
, -lines of communication. Damkot is well-s�at�d to guard the river crossing 
:, ;;md all the routes traversing through the Chakd�ra-U�)lh valley. It is high 
_. :enough to keep under vigilance the Malakand and the Shah Kot passes on 
the-one ha1;1d and Barikot1 on the othe_r. Thus seated safely aJmost in the cen

.- tre of a cordon of equally important forts it not only commanded a panora
mic view of the surrounding valleys but also guatded the main route linking 
these areas with south-eastern Afgha:1istan. 

(2) SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Perioi-.r: Damkot was first occupied in the first half of the 1st millennium 
_ B.C. by � people who settled on the virgin soil in a hollow, protected by 
· rocks on three sides but open to the south, on the Middle Peak. They had
burnished grey and black pottery a� a significant ceramic industry. Much
of. the grey pottery re.veals the use of slow wheel. A sizeable number. of

- the vases have mat-impression on the. bottom. The associated red ware is
comparatiYely finer in manufacture, and is made on a fast wheel, verv

I.. .i:brikot is identified by Sir ,\urd Stein with Bazira. His identification mainly· 
depends upon the philological relation of BaL·ikot with Bazira and the topography of the site 
which, accot·ding him, agrees with that given by Alexander's historians. See Aurel Stein, .1',:

1,·cbaeulop_i{'.,! Tour i,; Upper Swat and .-1dj(lr.e11t Hill Tract. P. 2i. It may be pointed out 
however, th,1t the masonry exhibited by the exi.,ting walls -· rough diaper, almost approachin� 

· co rubble. - is characteristic of the Hindu Shah i fo�ts in this region. So also is the implication
of the potsherds with complex rim formation found on the surfa::c. The story :·evealed by the

: nins which :.: rein collected from the village Barikot also agrees \\·ith it. Specimens of coins r,1·1µ;:-, 
·. be reports. fr•:!m the. iswes of the Indo-Gree!:s ........ l..:uslia_ns lo the 'mintages cf the l-li1:<lu 

Shnbi�·- �t�1;-:. Ibid, P. �2. What rerP:iint n1 th · t. ·o .-,i !tF: Bari1
, .. �:: 

1,ill is thel'e(nre t1!1cluu!�r·�(:J::
.,,.·:,.$ci'ib.We ·:·_{irk- lli,•d1!; �h.>this. · 
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often showing reddish wash though a few sherds indicate the use of a lich 
red sli.p. A few fragments of hammered copper sheet indicate familiarity
of the people with this metal. The accompanied polished stone tools prob
ably form a dying out cultural under-curr;ent. On the whole, the material 
is comparable to Period III of the general stratigraphy at Timargarha an� 
to that from layer 17, 16 & 15 at Ghaligai. Owing to the absence of any 
related evidence, it is not clear what happened ·to these people. The site 
was abandoned for a long time as suggested by a thlck layer of hill wash 
·and stones.

Period JI: It was re-occupied probably in the 1st century B.C. or A.O. in
the_Scytho-Parthian times. Grey ware, at this level, is conspicuous by its
total. absence. A distinctive red ware 1s represented by a large numoer of
pedestalled bowls having egg-shell thickne�s. in most examples they are
paiI).tedJ,lack-on-red showing peacock, in a v.�riety of' forms, cU;ld other
floral de$igns. A single doubtful coin found in a pit at this level is cor
roded 'beyond identification and the associated structures reveal fine dia
per masonry.

Pe,:iod..lll:. The site continued to be occupied, without interrµption, in
the ·succeeding period which yielded coins of Wima, Kanis}.l.ka and VasU:
deva Ii in the similar order of succession. Pedestalled bowls with black
.painted peacock, repres�nted .by a few sher� in the.. lst ph�e .. died o�t
by ·i� .. time the coins o(Kanishka came to be. buried-upon this site. It w•
a. p�riod -of.:inten�ive occupation and. suggestive of an opp�e�t comm\,\
nity. The associated structures show diaper masonry, though inferior in
quality both on areas A and B. By the time of Vasudeva II the accumula
ted debris had almost filled up the hollow so that a small plateau with fair
ly level surface was formed on area A to accommodate some more build
ings. The plan of houses is not clear { · E�rlier walls contin�ed to be re-used.

: 'j' ··,· ... , . ···.,, ·. .. r-f I , • ... • 

Period ·HI,: ·End of. thel third or beginning of the fourth century A.O. wit
nessed -major alterations in the existing structures and: new·· additions to 
them ·where necessary. Area 'A' was converted into a· ·monastery built 
afresh; the earlier structures being re-used only when they came in line 
wih the orientation of the monastic cells. After some time a 'water. reser
voir' was constructed in the eas,tem ·half of the monastery, adjacent to 
the cells, blocking an earlier entrance .... Jt shows fine diaper masonry. Most 
important finds related to this period including the terracotta plaque de
picting Buddha in low relief, clay head of Buddha, a little plaque of cast 
bronze depicting a flamed halo with flanking devotees, a bronze coin 
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mould of a smaller denomination and numerous glass bangles alongwith 
the distinctive goblet-on-stand wan.! f0und in this reservoir. In the eastern 
half of area 'B' most of the earlier str:..1ctures were pulled down to accom
modate a stupa built in two diminishing tiers of finely dressed ashlar blocks 
of granite. After sometime, as the blocks underwent sufficient decay to 
· create small cavities on the stupa walls, it was given a thick coating of lime
plaste,r: Only a f�w specimens of schist sculptures, of whicp. �J}e piece de
-'pict 'Buddha 'bn an inverted lotus, were found fallen on the floor. 1:he Bud
dhist establishment continued to flourish until the end of the fifth. century
,A..D. Probably at the tum of the sixth century A.D. some calamity.1 befell it
-'a:,;id the place was ab�ndoned till the arrival of the copper· coip of Sri
�ya_k��\·, T,�e _cat�s.tro_pµ� �ay have been i� �he days o� the Wh�te Huns who
·are ge-µerally- beli�vecl to have devastated the Buddhist establishments i,n a
�h9ri span of till,le. The d�tails of this wide gap are abundantly docqmented
· !il the �}under tpat followed as we see that many of t�e stone blocks used
·1rt the wa_Iling of the monas.tery disappeared, so that we had to trace these 
walls with difficulty. On the stupa site also a thick I.ayer of · accumulated 
debris, which were washed down from the comparatively hig!�i" ·Ai-�a ·,A', 
��s _d��osited ?Jon� th� northe� face .of t!w s_tQ}?� w��h p1:.e.ve�(�d it from
gom� �own the slope. It w�s dunng this t1qie tha.t most of the· important 
·-�t�quities made their way into the 'water reservoir'.

P'erio.d V: Somewhere in the time of Sp. Vakka Deva the site attracted
the attentiop. of some military strategist so that Damko� was once again oc

·impied but this time it had to serve a . difFerent purpose.. The peaceful
. . r ,- � 

-'Buddhist settlement which gave its narrie to the site was converted in.to a
strong military _ resort. Some of the st�ctqres on t}:ie Midqle Peak and the
·Churchill P-oint were .levelled down ·and the two of them were put· into se
�ai-at·e endosl!res. The v�rtical effect of the roc�s fringing. th,ein �as· en
hanced by constructing high walls all round. Some of the older: structures
which came in line with the requirements of its new masters were re-used
as solid foundaticms. A fortification wall with built-in circular towers· a:nd
•rectangulu bastions was thrown on the southern face of the· D.am.ket hill
enclosing a sJ!)acious area. Care was taken, in the constntction · of the·· de
fensive wall, to exploit the natural strength of rocks where they gave verti
cal height. To ensure a constant water · supply the defensive. wall was
brought down to the river. The site continued to be occupied without in
terruption and with minor repairs in the defensive wall not long after the

J. The evidence is not sufficient to prove that there was a calamity and that this calamity was
due to the invasion of the White Huns in the fifth or sixth century A.D. --f.aitor.
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billon currency of Sri Samanta Deva which is last datable evidence of the 
Hindu Shal1js on this site. The. constant occupation spreading over more or 
less two centuries turned the site into a citadel so that stables and smith 
shovs were also included into it. In the pottery a large variety of formation 
with grooves, corrugations and incised lines was developed. Tanged arrow

_heads, ranging from three to five inches _in len�th, .. with square section, be-
came the standard offensive weapon. What happene� tq the site? Violent. destt1,1�tion by fire is writ large in the thick layer of �shes and charcoal 
·�l>feq4in�, on· the top .. Surely it died a violent· de�th. probably at th� hands
·?f. 'M�rriyA_G��ayi. at the tend of the ten�h ce�tu._ry A.D. After tl;iat catas
�ropliic ·clest��tjon .the site w:as again abandqnt?�i r�r _a . lonij. thµ(i Jill' �he
l3ritish 'f?uilt their signal post and coins of the, :East: Inpia Company. arriv-
�a die�.· ' . . ' 

: \' . . ' 
(3) COMPARISON AND CHRONOLOGY

Ia the absence of any radio-car hon dates whi�h would _have- been a 
surer base for dating we shall endeavour to build up the· chronologieal 
framework on the evidence-.of coins. However,. Wb;eh ·even �oins·: �e not 
;t,Vc)ilable we sh.all depend upon parallels an:cb synchroriisms: from.;· other 
sites, in the �ighbburhood,. which have already. ,�n :excavated· with ·some 
prec�sie>� ·;to i11spire cenfidence. We refer to· Ghaligai, Balambat,· Char
sadda ��d .Shaikhan Dheri. of which the former. two happen to be in the 
immediate vicinity of Damlrnt in the hilly tracts whereas the other two 
are situated down in the pJcµ.ns. It appears indeed. �at the valleys of Swat 
and Dir and the plains below. Malakand are so much· inter-connect�d �d 
�ter-dependent that cultural uniformity in vario� aspects of hu�n life 
would not be a distant matter. The sequence .of cultures, therefore,,-woyJd 
remain almost the same and the impor.tance of a new site lies in its poten
tiality to nirnish some missing link in the l)istqrical set-up of the regi,0n. 
It shall· be clear from our analysis of cultural material that the sequence 
of cultures exposed at Charsadda1 is not disturbed, though new details en� 
large our .view of some horizon�. 

. ...... 
· PeriGd 1. We shall first start our· comparison with · .Ghaligai wli'rich

happens to be just, a few miles north-e�st of Da�0t. There we have coi;n
p�able� rn�terial (maiJ;Ily grey ;ware2) from stra\� \ii 1,.6- al}qf &-1� !)S �tth. 
which our grey ware industry conforms very well in paste, pot forms, sur-

. :, '".· t 

1. i.e. Bala Hissar, as excavated by Sir Mortimer Wheeler. See his report Ofl,;C�ar;w,d.r,.: Ox�rd,
. - ·: . W62. . . . . . . , , 

: . ; . . � . ·.: ! :·. . . . - .... , . ·:!
2. Stacul has compared it w�th. 8µ��om where �mila.r �ey wacct-wjt� ma�·i111p,ression. hl\s. .been

found earlier. Stacul, P. 210. 
· · · · · · 
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face finish, and the significant mat-impression on the bottom of many pots. 
Damkot-1 resembles so much with the above mentioned phase of Ghaligai 
that orie ·feels to· have stumbled upon the. same ·cultural le}1el. It may be 
mentioned parenthetically that no associated structures came to light at 
l;>oth the sites, though natural protection provided by rocks. at the lowest 
level of Damkot may be reasonably suririised1 • In the case of pottery it must 
be pointed out that whereas Stacul found a limited_ ran�c �f forms, as we 
ie.arn from the shorf descriptions arip few illustr�tions · I?uJ:>lished so far, 
we were more forttimffe in ha,ring a gr-eat¢r variety. of pot-forms and their 
compl�te sections. Fo"r:. example our v ar.iety storage ·ves�el� .. (fig. 24/112, 
03)., 'p_itche:r: .:w�.th _th�¥ened rim (Fig._2�/119, 1_21, 122"_and

.
;Fig._!t3/9), dish 

.(Fig. ��JIQ�_L.carip.�feµJ�owl (Fig. 23/1_06), basin (Fig.' 23/89)", high pe
desiafbase (Fig.'24jli6;T2Tand Fig. 23/102) find no parallels in �tacul. 
On the contrary his illustrated pot-forms (Fig. 6a-6b) from stratum (17)
have their exact parallehf in our-Nos.·· 1'15; 97, · 123,. 100, 111, 103 and 
114 in the similar order. From Ghaligai layer ( 16) he has illustrated one 
sherd:of-:grey-ware (Fig. 7-c) which can be very well compared with our No. 
:122 though:: our· specimen has notched decoration on the top. Similarly his 
reddish brown Jar (Fig.1-a), vase of reddish brown ware '(Fig. 7-d) . and 
reddish brown-cooking tray (Fig. 7-f) .appear to be.the same as our Nos 
92; 98 ,a;nd· 79, · though our cob king tray- .( reddish· ware) has rather vertical
wall ana:the other two are· in ·grey ware·;-Inspite of. this apparent-uniformity 
ofi ·cultural material we-notice the basic difference between the products 
of-'the two sites in that the vases at Ghaligai '·'are all hand made" and of a 
very coutselfextuted pitste2 • -We have noted below that the· majority of the
[ttey ·pot-sherds which were brought to 'light fron'r Damkot-I were made on 
sio'w'wheel"and could vety well be mistakeri for· liand-m-ade pottery but for 
the greafer number of pot-sherds brought' under examination by us. It 
would be therefore reasonable to say that, if the two different potting 
traditions' are not confused at Ghaligai, our pottery inspite of the striking 
resemblance, should- be placed later th an Ghaligai" layers (17) and (16).

: � . ; . 

But how far later? For th at we ·shall· take up the subse
quent phase at Ghaligai i.e. layer (15). Regarding the potting 
ttadition at this level it has been remarked that most of the 
p·ottery ·was of greyish paste a nd that the surface was treated 
more smoothly exhibiting more accurate workmanship and that 

L The deep hollow protected by high rocks at this level of Damkot ( DK 1) looks very much 
. tile� a. rock-shelter.

2. S�, G: Excavations,_ in« rock shelter near �haligai, pre�im_inary Report in East anl West,
• •• • i • • • • • i . 

'· new series, Vol. 17, Nos: 3-4, 1967; p. 208 "(henceforth Staaj). . . . 
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it was always carried out on the wheel. Stacul goes on to report 
that this: 'pottery "clearly differs - from the greyware found in the under ... 
lying strata 16 and 17" 1 Judging from his illustrated examples it appears 
that this difference amounted only to the technique of manufacture, other� 
wise forms' ancj: shapes remained largely the same. Again all his il-lustniJ

tio� have. tlteir analogues with us. Compare, for example, his 'large grey
ish vase' (Fig. 8a), another. ',large greyish vase' (Fig. Sb) and 'top of a red
dish war�·:jar' (Fig. Sc) with our Fig. 23/96, Fig. 24/118 ,and 117 in the 
similar order. Sim.ilarly the bottom of greyish vase illustrated by him 
(Fig. Bd) is similar to our Fig. 23/104. Even at this level the typological 
resemblance· is very striking. Stacul has related this material to what he 
calls "Period of the culture of Swat necropolises" .2 

Another small detail tnay be added. In his strata (19) and (18) 
Stacul found pot-sherds characterised by very fine textur<i and usuatly pale
red in colour, compact and well-baked and made on fast wheel3. This is 
actually our fine red ware. Stacul has compared it with Harappan pottery 
as regards the shapes, quality of the texture and workmanship. Our sherds 
are few in number and, moreover, they do not give full section to help re
construction. It may be surmised ho wever that the scant representation 
of a potting tradition which appears to be alien in the present context may 
be a, distant echo from the Indus. The presence of peacock upon one of the 
sherds· (Fig. 20 /44) may also lend some su'pport ·to the ,·iew. ·We are not: 
sure, anyway. 

Th1.1s it appears that Da.w\(ot-1 is represented by mixed mate.rial 
compara,ble fo Ghaligc;ti sti·ata (17), (16) and also ( 15). The associated 
red ware is however more evolved because the use of fast-wheel with com-. 
paratively finer results is not infrequ ently noted (see our Red Ware, Pe
riod 1). Many of the pot-forms in red ware have their exact analogues in 
-�reywa(e as well." The obvious implication is that greyware represents
only a cultural sub-current. The greyware survived even at Balambat, there
fore we find that we are in a better position when we come across thick sec
tioned burnished pottery (red as well as grey) with mat-impression and
identical forms and shapes at that site. Different sub-varieties of our
dishes (Fig. 20/28 and Fig. 22/73, 74) compare well with those from Ba-

l. :-itacul, P: 211
2 Ibid, P. 212
:l. lb;J, P: 205·7

-1-. Compare our No. 83 with No. 107, No. 82 and M with Nos. 108, 126, 127, No. 80 with No.

10-1-, No. 74. with No. 109 and No. 99 with No. 5 and so on.
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lambat (Fig. 53, Nos. 6, 7, 12). For the dish having extended lip and sag
ger base, we have an exact counterpart from Balambat: our Fig. 20/27, is si
milar to Balambat Fig. 53 No. 9 and our Fig. 23/110 in greyware compares 
well with it except that it has a different decoration. Next we take up pit
cher with long neck ( our Fig. 19 / 11) which has parallels in Balambat Fig. 
51, Nos. 1, 2 and 4 and Fig. 53, No. 3. Their similarity is striking not only in 
fabric and polished redware but also in shape, surface treatment and de
coration characterised by funnel shaped mouth and corrugations on the 
neck. Similarly our Fig. 21/49 may also be well compared with Balambat 
Fig. 51, No. 10 so far as their shapes are concerned. Another point of com
·parison may be seen in the small vases or 'narrow necked bottles' of coarse
fabric (see our Fig. 23/98 and Balambat Fig. 52, Nos. 19-21), though the
portion above neck is somewhat shorter in our example. The practice of
perforated lugs is common to both sites ( see our Fig. 20 /38 and Balamhat
Fig. 52, No. 25) and .so is the mat-impression. 1 Again rippled rim decora
tion, grooved horizontal or wavy lines are found at the comparable levels
at both sites: Compare our Fig. 20/28, 29 with Balambat Fig. 51, No. 2.

Another comparable form is bowl-on-stand (our Fig. 23 and Fig. 22/83 
No. 107 and Balambat Fig. 52, No. 3), though one of our examples is in 
greyware. Its occurrence in greyware is very rare and only a few examples 
are reported from Timargarha2 but more from Butkara graves. It may be 
pointed however that our example (in greyware) unlike those of Timar
garha is finely burnished. 

We may also compare Balambat Fig. 52, No. 27 with our open-mou
thed large bowl (Fig. 21/61) characterised by its coarse fabric. Only few �x
amples were found by us though sufficient to attest its presence at this le
vel. 

Another point of contact with Balambat and which has not been re
ported from Ghaligai is the burnishing of some of the pots, particularly o� 
the lip area and occasionally on the main body as well. All the burnished 
potsherds found by us were in grey or the derivative grey brown wares, 
though application of this technique to redware is attested at Balamhat 
(see Fig. 55, No. 3 and P. 266). At Balambat a.gain we find ground stone 
tool3 of the pointed-butt-axe' type comparable to those found in· Damkot-i. 
Thus, in the final analysis one is tempted to see in the burnished red and 

1) We have not illustrated any example from Balambat, though these are sufficiently lying with us
2) Ancient Pakistan Vol. III, P. 43. . 

3) Compare our Fig. fa, :'ios. 4,, 5. \�ith l3alambat. Fi_g._ .62 Nos.· 1:4 and P .. 234,.
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grey wares together with some pot-forms, mat-impression and ground stone 
tools as the standard clues to a culture which operate in the hilly tracts 
and which was partly comtemporary with Balambat II (Period III of the 
general stratigraphy of Timargarha) and a little later than Ghaligai horizon 
III: If so we may also extend our view down to Sarai Khola where highly 
burnished brown pottery, wheel-turned and made of well levigated clay 
has ·been recently found. 1 Our illustration of a bowl (Fig. 23, No. 93) finds 
its exact counterpart at Sarai Khola.2 Even mat-impression on the bottom 
of some vessels is found there. 

·. · It is evident from the above analysis that two distinct ceramic tra
ditions comprising of (a) burnished greyware and (b} burnished red-i<>r red· 
brown ware, were operating side by side in the valleys of Dir and Swat as 
also down into the plains at a particular. time. Within greyware two _stages 
can be pinpointed - stage (i) represented at Ghaligai by plain unburnished 
greyware and, stage (ii) by burnished greyware_ like that of Balambat Pe
riod II and Damkot-1. _Which of the two is earlier? We have already noted· 
that typical forms of greyware were duplicated in redware which xµay lend. 
support to our supposition that stage (i) was earlier than stage (ii). Now 
Ghaligai material has been dated by Stacul to within the first half .of tile se;-. 
cond millennium B.C. Our material representing stage (ii) would therefor� 
be reasonably placed after the end of the first half of the second millennium.. 
B.C. This marks the earlier bracket for Damkot-1. The end of the bracket.is
marked by Balambat Period (ii) which goes as far back as the 9th century:
B.C. and with which our material partly over-laps. But Balambat (ii) ( or
Timargarha (iii) are characterised by the introduction of iron in West.Pa:ki&.
tan.3 Since we did not find iron at this level it would be sufficiently reason
able to place Damkot-1 at the beginning· of the first millennium B.C. or a
little earlier.

Period II revealed fully developed cultural material stamped with moi;e per:
fect use of mechanical means in the manufacture of pottery resuJ.ting in'· 
grooved as well as beaded rims and very fine fabric some with eggshell: 
thickness. The hall-mark of this period is the bowl ( our 'fashion ware' Fig. 
27 /186-194) with or without p�destal and very often paint_ed on tJ:ie exte
rior with the peacock motif as outstanding decorative. feature though plain_ 
variety is also not wanting. For typological correlation when we turn _'to 1. 

Ghaligai strata 12, 10 and 9 we come across almost similar bowls. Ghaligai 

1. Pakistan Archaeology, Vol. V, P. 35.

2. Ibid, Pl. Va.

3. Ancient Pakistan Vol. III, P. 47.
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Fig. JOg·ari� ·h, for example, correspond very closely to our Fig. 28/229, Fig:
26/185 ahd Fi�. 25/145. This is in fact our plain variety. Stacul did not 
find a complete section of the pedestalled variety, though he has illustrated 
one such pedestal-base (Fig. lOj) which certainly belongs to this type of 
bo�l as we know froin the many examples with us. At Charsada also we. 
come across· sim1lar bowls. Charsada 1, Fig. 29, Nos. 246-261 and 254 com-· 
pare ·well' with.our Fig. :29/238, Fig. 6/183 and Fig. 25/141., 148, 143 not 
only irt for-in but also in fabric. Even the egg-shell thickness - the distinc
tive feature of many of our bowls, is achieved t�te.1 Sir, Mortimer has 
dated these bowls to the 2nd century B.C.2 From Charsada V, layer (7) 
comes ah example with black painted peacpck so common on our bowls. 
This has also been dated to the end of the 2nd century B.C.3 

. Little importance was attached to this bowl in earlier excavations 
beqmse 've:i;-y few exampl�� came to light. In our excavation we found a 
1,rge number of them, the �tudy of whic� may be good chronologically. At 
q�ar�ada, <\g�\n, we sltall lo9k for its proto:.type. Sir Mortimer has illus
trat�� �.pedestalled glob�lar bowl (Fig. 12, 

.
. No: 24) from Charsada 1, layer· 

41, anf anqther (hts bfan�y glass bowl) fr<?m ·sari Dheri (Fig. 138) of wh�t 
he c�lls the .'soapy �edware'. Both examples··are made on a tournett�. In· 
form these examples have striking resemblance with our bowls except the 
manufacturing technique and the outward inclination in the rim area of: 
many of �ur e�ampl�s, iho�gh some of our bowls (particularly the plain va
riety' fig. 36/175,, and 179-185) have almos(straight rim. 1 Mareover, in <:\Uf·• 
p·edestalle<l variety the upper and lower parts · are made separately and then · 
finally luted together when the body clay was· yet leather hard. These may 
be' the different' stages 

0

in its development, which 'are abundantly documen
ted in the different varieties of this bow], till it resulted in the sophisticated . 
form - i.e. our fashion ware. Can we see in it an evolutionary cha:i;rge·· 
from the 'Brandy bowl' of Sari Dheri? Sir Mortimer has dated his examples 
to fifth � fourth century B.C.4 Taking into consideration the time-lag for 
this evolutionary change our provisional date for the type is first century· 
B.C. to second century A.O.

For our pit�her with �rQoved rim (our Fi.g. 28/218 and Fig. 26/164) 
we find its counterparts in Ghaligai Fig. 9d and Charsada Fig. 29, No. 238, 
tlioui� . tl:ie Cha:i;sad'a ��ecimen has a somewhat outwardly inclined rim. 

1. Wheeler, Sir Mortimer, Ch. 1, No. 24,7 and P. ,0
2. Ibid. P .. 70

3. Ibid. P. 100

4·. Ibid. PP. -16, 4U.

. 
. 
. 
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Again in Ghaligai 9g we find an exact analogue of our pitcher with vertical 
and ext_ernally collared rim (our Fig. 28/212). Another variety of the pit
cher with grooved rim ( our Fig. 26 /158) has a parallel in Ghaligai 9e. Our 
st�rage vessel (Fig. 28/208) is similar to Ghaligai 9a and the flat base of a 
red vase (Fig. 9h) from Ghaligai Stratum 12 is the same as our Fig. 27 /201. 
Similarly our large bowl (Fig. 26/171) compares well with Ghaligai 9j . 

. Thtts we have sufficient evidence to correlate Damkot-II with Ghali
gai stratum (9) and (10) and Charsada layers 20 and 19. Perfectly in line 
with it is the evidence to a double moulded female figurine1 (Pl. 88 c and a) 
and a doubtful copper coin found in association with the painted bowls .. 
For Period III we have the evidence of coins belonging to Wima, Kanishka 
and Vasudeva II found in the similar order of succession. None of the 
othe�: �µ�:h:ana _ lQngs. is represented here by their coinage, though the possi
bility is there. It goes without saying that chronology of the Kushanas is by 
itself a confused problem and the smaller number of their coins found by us 
little helps in solving them. Our provisiopal.qat�s for this period are Ist 
cen�ucy)3.C. to the 3rd century A.D. 

. 

. 

Period iv' represe�ts a late Buddhist ph�se at Damkqt. Now we have tlie 
evidence of terracotta (Frontispiece) and clay Buddhist figures found iµ 
associatio,n with some very poorly carved specimens of schist sculptures 
(Pls. 96 and 97) and an unidentified biit preferably late Kushana coiri2
mo11Id' ( fl. 88a; No. 17 l ) . Stratigraphically, these finds are attributed to 
post-Vasudeva II period and therefore datable to 4th and 5th centuries A.D. 
Stylistically these schist sculptures, diaracterised with linear quality of 
robes and flat figures, may be reasonably attributed to a decadent Buddhiit 
phase 'when stucco, clay and terracotta had replaced schist as materials for 
making sculptures. Terracotta and clay figures exclusively Buddhist in cha
racter and \:cry similar to the Buddhist stucco sculptures were found abun
dantly at Taxila.3 Marshall ascribed them to his 'Indo-Afghan School' and 
dated them to fourth and fifth centuries A.D.4 So also is the implication of 
Buddhist creed on a terracotta tablet found by us (Pl. 90b, No. 178) and 
inscribed in Gupta Brahmi character. 

In consonance with the fifth century date is the evidence of some 

J. .\t Shaikhan Dheri a number of double moulded figurines were found and they were ascribed

to the Scytho-Parthian period. See Ancient Pakistan Vol. II, P. 47

2. Only cast from the mould is illustrated. It m:iy be attributed to some late Kushana Chief or

King.

3. Marshall, Taxi/a ii, P. 468.

4. Ibid.
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stone lamps which we recovered from stratum ( 3). Again we find compar
able examples at Taxila1 where Marshall recorded some similar stone lamps, 
some of th�m founc;l in association with :J3uddhist establishments. His varie
ty 'leaf-.shaped' lamp (Pl. 141 and P. 500) is almost the s�e as our variety 
heart-shaped lamp (Pl. 95, No. 187) except that the Taxilii example is ex
ternally lugged whereas our lamp has internal projections. Moreover we clo 
not have external lotus leaf decoration, but the shape of the two is very much 
·alike. As to the date of this lamp Marshall remarks that this 'is almost cer
tainly of the fifth century A.D.' For our variety 'd' (Fig. 17 /9, 8) a compar-
able lamp of soap stone with three conjoined handle, straps comes from
Charsada from pit B at the top of Charsada.2 Wheeler observes that this
l�mp 'i� not H\cely to date from the early centur�e� A.p.'3 Qq� qf t�e soap
stone lamps with us (Fig. 17 /8) has the fi�re of �eated ijµddha on the un
derside and therefore may pe µnmis takably relate.cl to i.he B1;1�dJ;iist pe
riocl. Flatness of the figure exhibiting very poor carving would su�ge�t a 
late <Jate. 

The ceramic industry of Damkot-V bears �ttj_l�jp.g �s.eJllb.l�se with 
that of Charsada-I as represented in its layers 6-4. The most distinctive fea
. wr� pf P\lT poit�ry from this level is the ·St�mp�d Qotc}les-an<;l-rQ��tte pai
fem (oµr Fi�. ��/391, 386) which has analogous exc}mples from Char$:adc}-I 
(Fi�. 36, No. 327 and Fig. 38, No. 357). Indeed the analogy is so �omplete 

· here that even the shape of some of the relat�<;l pots ( to which this kind of
decoration is applied) appear to be the same from both sides." J\nother

. point of comparison may be seen in the striated lugs ( compare Charsada, 
Fig. 37, No. 340 wj.th oµr Fig. 42/450) though o,ur ex�ple is striated all
.over. The ram's head spout found at Charsada (F�g. 37, �o. 341) and the 
.Prie foup.cJ by us (Fig. 41/436a, 437) suggest an identical idea and appear to 
be vaguely analogous, though our example is somewhat longish in shape. We 
may also compare triple leaf decoration (our Fig. 42/446, 447 and Charsada 
Fig. 44, No. 433) though at Charsada it was, found in an earlier context and 
its continuity in a subsequent phase may only be visualized. The massive 
cooking tray of coarse fabric of which a large number of fragments was 
found by us has its counterpart from Charsada-1 layer ( 6). Even the grea
ter variety of rim formation in Da.rnkot-V smacks of the tradition not unpo-

1. Ibid. P. 500.

,2. Wheeler, PL XLIV, 2 and P. 1:24. 
3. Ibid. P. 125.

4. Compare our Fig. 38, No. 391 with Charsada Fig. 36, No. 327.
5. Compare our Fig. 41, No. 431 with Charsada Fig. 36, No. 331. Wheeler observes J,at �his is 'a

type not uncommon in the layers of Islamic period'. See P. 8Q.
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p!}lar at Chars�da at the comparable levels. Lastly we found a few sherds 
spowing simple decor�tion consisting, largely, of alternating bands in 
white -a tradit�on which may correlate it with Charsada where 'a consi"
derable quantity of simple decoration in white was found' 1 in layer 6. Thus 
D�n:ik9t-V appears to be reasonably contemporary with Charsada I layers 6-4. 

In his excavation Sir Mortimer did not find any coin at these levels, 
but wjth rare intuition he dated them 'as early as the eighth century A.n:·2 

We are fortunate in having coins of the Hindu Shahis -first of Sri Vakka 
Dev;:t and then in close succession those of Sri sam:anta Deva with biUon· 
currenc;.y of the latter on the top, at these levels confirming the dates already 
worked .out independent of the evidence of coinage.3 

Thus the convergep.t evidence of coins and qt]l.er associated mate
rials from Damkot-V woulq tend to suggest a dating \fhich coin�ides with 
the beginning of the eighth to the end of the tenth.century A.D. for this pe
tjq4. 

4. THE STORY OF EXCAVATION

The month of March, 1968, was an auspicious time whe� the mem
bers of the Department of Archaeology University of Peshawar, busy in 
uncoveripg the archaeological wealth from Buddhist sites, almost tumbled 
upon this �reat fort of the Hindu Shahis. By this ime rumo�rs were in t�e 
air that �_any � �uddhist stupa has been robbed of their sculptural wealth 
and that ��t�c,iµities were pouring out of these regions with asto�ishingly 
rapid speed. An. officer had already been appointed by the state autporities 
to put a ch.eek to these unbriddled robberies, but difficult terrain of the 
country pre�ep.ted big obstacles. At the invitation of the forqier Politic� 
Agent to Dir, Mr. Rabat Ullah, the Department, therefore, launched a c�m
paign to retrieving the cultural weal th as much as possible, recording th� 
sites, and exc�v�ting the remaining portions to have an intelli�enJ prob� into 
the otherwise much disturbed mounds. As a fair corollary to· these efforts 
quite int�ct new sites also came to light. Thus with the headquarter �t 
Chakdara, the Department undertook the excavation of Jabagai a few: mile,s 
to the west of it. The road to Jabagai passed through Shamalai skirting the 
Damkot hill on its south. Meanwhile information about certain rock -
carvings -Buts -was brought home. It was in connection with visiting 

1. See our Fig. 41, No. 438 and also our pottery section and Wheeler, P. 80, No. 330.·

2. Wheeler, Op Cit. P, 80.

3. For details see 'the coins'.
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such ro.ck-carvings at Damkot that Prof. A.H. Dani with other colleagues 
picked up a new type of pottery scattered so profusely on slope of the hill. 
A further probe revealed huge mounds of accumulated cultural debris. Lo
cal enquiries revealed that plenty of coins come to light in the rainy season, 
when the torrential showers scratch away the upper surface. The site was 
worth investigation. A reconnaissance team consisting of the author and 
Mr. Farid Khan was arranged hurriedly and the 'Middle Peak' was selected 
for ·excavation to uncover the cultural sequence. Consequently, a rectangu
iar ar�a measuring 40x20 ft. consisting of two 20 ft. square trenches was 
marked on the top. In a few weeks' time, it was dug down to stratum 
(9) revealing four periods of successive ·occupation of the site, but the vir
gin soil was not reached. Along with that came to light the remains of a
great. c,lefensive wall. l)ue to some urgent duties in the University, the exca
yatio�w� su.spended for a short time. Jn July again the work was resumed
which took another three months to set the problems squarely.

The University deputed both of us to excavate but as Mr. Farid Kl��d 
was soon to be appointed as Director· of the Peshawar Museum, it fell into 
my Jot to write the entire report. However the views expressed in the follow
i�g report ,represent both of us and together we stand responsible for its 
merits or demerits. 

In the preparation of the work we owe a debt of gratitude to Prof. 
A.H.· Dani for his untiring guidance in the field and revealing discussion on 
its various aspects. He neither spared time nor trouble in giving us assis-· 
tance whenever we needed. We gratefully acknowledge his help and guid-· 
ance. We are also indebted to Mr. Rahatullah and Mr. Jehanzeb Khan, the 
former ·Political Agents to Dir for their financial help and hospitality which 
they extended to us during our stay at Chakdara. Mr. Aurangzeb Khan, 
incharge of the Dir Museum, very kindly extended his help in carrying out 
the actual excavation by putting his Inspector, Mr. Mohammad Shirin, at 
our di�posal who proved so helpful. The photographs were prepared by Mr. 
Mohammad Sabir and the drawings by Mr. Mohammad Daud, respectively 
photographer and draftsman of the Department of Archaeology, University 
of Peshawar. 

I. PLAN OF EXCAVATION

Our test excavation, restricted though it was, posed some interest
ing questions which could not be solved without further investigation. 
Therefore in the second season our 1hree-month-long excavation was main
ly directed towards solving these Sp( cific problems - viz, (i) establishing 

, .  t' 
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